Kendall Howard Performance Accessory Bar
Installation Instructions

**Step 1**
Remove all contents from the box and make sure all of the following parts are accounted for.

**Box Contents**
1 Accessory bar
2 Channel Nuts
2 Button Head Bolts (1 ½ “)
2 Mounting Brackets

**Tools Required**
Hex Wrench

**Step 2**
Begin by sliding both Mounting Brackets on either side of the accessory bar.

**Step 3**
Insert 1 ½” bolts through their appropriate mounting bracket holes on either side of the accessory bar. Proceed to loosely attach channel nuts to bolts (three or four turns).

**Step 4**
Position the accessory bar to desired height on the LAN Station and line up the channel nuts with the vertical channel for final assembly. Tighten bolts so that the channel nuts are fixed in position within the vertical channel. Using a level, make any desired adjustment to the position of the accessory bar.